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What is Die-Cast Club?

Founded in 2013 by a family of motor enthusiasts and model collectors
spanning three generations, Die-Cast Club was created with the idea of
uniting motor enthusiasts around the world.
Having merged in 2017 with Eaglemoss Ltd., a leading international
publisher, Die-Cast Club is all about everything engine. We are crazy
about Cars, Airplanes and Motorcycles and we want all of our models
to be perfectly crafted just for you, from vintage classics to the latest
models of the season.
We continually push the boundaries of what’s possible with
die-cast, sharing a commitment to precision design and authentic
realization using only the highest quality materials and
cutting-edge manufacturing processes.  
 Die-Cast

Club now offers everything a true motor
enthusiast could desire.

Recap from the Tracks
Rally Championship 2018
Dakar, one of the toughest races in the world, lived up to its reputation this year.
We saw everything from dramatic crashes to retirements and unbelievable
skill. The car category saw rally legend Sebastien Loeb unable to capitalise
on his incredible pace throughout the event because of the failure of two
cardan shafts. Meanwhile, thirteen-time Dakar winner Stéphane Peterhansel
had to retire in the penultimate stage due to a nasty landing that injured his
co-driver David Castera’s back. This gave Nasser Al-Attiyah an easy ride to
his third Dakar victory, needing only to finish the race to claim his prize.
In the bike category, Toby Price followed on from his success in 2016 by
claiming his second Dakar title - and what a race it was. Price let his racing
pedigree shine as he left everyone in his wake in Lima, beating José Cornejo
by 2’21. As if that wasn’t impressive enough, he rode the whole 10 days with
an injury to his scaphoid bone which he picked up before Dakar had even
begun - now that is some serious commitment.
As ever, Dakar provided a petrolhead oasis in the desert – a return to racing
after a long winter break.

Upcoming Races
MOTOGP 2019
Testing may be a month away, but the hype around the 2019 MotoGP season
is already building. Even though we’re weeks from any rubber hitting the
tarmac, there’ already plenty to be excited about, with rule changes and
driver changes looking to shake up the new season.
The standardisation of the IMU will reduce costs and make the racing even
closer, hopefully giving midfield teams the chance to compete with Ducati
and Honda. After all, it’s wheel to wheel, close racing that gets us all out of
our seats.
Despite this, the main battle for the championship will certainly be between
the giants of Honda and Ducati. We will have to wait and see if seven-time
champion Marc Marquez can win his third title in a row, and his sixth in seven
years, continuing his utterly dominant form. Ducati might have a few tricks
up their sleeve as they are replacing Jorge Lorenzo with Moto2 champion
and promising youngster Francesco Bagnaia, with Lorenzo stepping in the
shoes of retired legend Dani Pedrosa at Honda.
Will Honda claim yet another title, or could this young talent be enough to
beat Marquez? Unfortunately, we’ll just have to wait and see.

WRC 2019
Christmas, for most it’s a time of relaxation and family. For motorsports fans,
it’s an agonising wait for the new season. Luckily, the start of the World Rally
Championship is hurtling towards us faster than a WRC car diving through
the trees. The only thing that makes the wait bearable is the fact that even
before the 2019 season has even begun, the drama is heating up.
For the first time in years, the legendary rivalry of the two greats of the
sport comes to a head, with Sébastien Loeb making a return to the WRC
with newcomers Hyundai and Sébastien Ogier returning to where it all began
for him – Citroen. It’s no secret that while Ogier and Loeb were at Citroen
together, they were bitter rivals, forcing Ogier to leave in 2011 to Volkswagen.
Now they are both competing against each other once again, there’s sure to
be fireworks.
Will Ogier get his 7th consecutive title, or will Neuville capitalise on Ogier’s
move to Citroen, who placed last in the constructor’s championship, to get
his first win? Is Loeb just too good to beat, or is he past his prime - we’ll just
have to wait and see.
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Die-Cast Club Hot News

VEICOLI DE EPOCA
AVAILABLE ONLY FOR ITALY

Are you feeling the January blues? If so, don’t despair because a new
year promises brand new journeys back to nostalgic Italy, complete with
an original die-cast souvenir. The first memory waiting to be collected is
an authentically replicated Fiat 1100 ELR Furgone Galbani delivery van,
complete with a detailed wheel of cheese on the roof. Also awaiting your
arrival is Fiat’s 1972 partnership with Campagnolo and their Fiat 238 van,
with added deco that proudly symbolises the brand’s participation in the
Munich Olympics.
Our models are paired with printed and digital content to tell their story.
Remember to log on to www.veicoliepoca.it to learn more about global
Galbani, still active today, and watch their original advertising campaign
for the very wheel of cheese featured on your model. Uncover a video
documenting Campagnolo’s evolution through time, along with a timeline of
historic moments relating to the Italy of our collection. Subscribe today and
begin your journey.

W WW. V E IC O L IE P O C A .IT
Our Classic cars
Renault 8 Gordini
AVAILABLE ONLY FOR FRANCE

The R8 Gordini, an automotive classic, a French legend. From 1964 onwards, it was the pride of a nation. Custom built for the twisting roads of
the French countryside and mountains, it took the rally world by storm in
the 1960s and inspired some of the best French drivers to Victory. From
Jean-Luc Thérier, to Jean Ragnotti, they all learned their trade in the R8
Gordini.
It was built by the legend Amédée Gordini, who created cars which won
everything from Le Mans, to F1 races and to Spa 24h. Every nut and bolt
was created with a true racing pedigree. It is truly stunning, you can feel
Gordini’s design through each part; it’s a powerful, untamed beast contained
in a beautifully designed French chassis.
Now you can build one yourself. Each part is created with the utmost care
and detail, in a faithful recreation of the original.
Build yours today!

FACT OF THE MONTH:
THE LARGEST COLLECTION OF DIECAST
MODELS IN THE WORLD.
Meet Billy Karam, the owner of
the Guinness World Record
for the largest collection of
diecast models in the world.

Nabil “Billy” Karam was a former
Lebanese rally driver and a race
winner, but it was his passion for
die-cast that gained him worldwide
fame. His collection spans a
staggering 37,777 models and is
ever growing.
Billy has opened up his collection
to the public by showing them off
in his one-of-a-kind museum
in Lebanon. His collection is so
large that the museum itself spans
1,500 meters over two floors, with
models from classic to modern
cars, from tanks to ships.

Billy says that he “collected these
mini cars over a period of 30 years
to deliver a humanitarian message
to the new generation in Lebanon
which is to maintain public safety
while driving”.
Well Billy, we salute you – an
amazing collection for a worthy
cause.
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For more about Die-Cast Club visit our website
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